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Case Study: Hudson & Co. Bar and Grill
OPPORTUNITY
Have you every walked into a restaurant and “felt” that it was warm, welcome, and going to
be a great experience? A lot of the first impression we form in the first 10 seconds of any new
venue derives from its ambiance, and lighting is a very important piece of that ambiance.
Our eyes and brain have become accustomed to having lights get warmer in color
temperature as they dim in intensity. This warm glow holds emotional connections for us
-back to a dinner by candlelight or campfire. Lights that are higher than 3000K can look
gloomy when they dim. So restaurants take lighting and more specifically, control of that
lighting very seriously. Today it is common place to see color accents at the bar or color
strips in a cove, or a spot of color grazing a stone wall facade. Historically, to support the
many zones of control and the different scenes they wanted to create, restaurant owners
often had “acne walls” where dozens of dimmer switches, graffitied with 3 sharpie marks “B”, “L”, “D” would be hidden away in the electrical closet.
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SOLUTION
Revolution Lighting’s rNET lighting controls platform was installed by the Hudson & Co.
restaurant in Jersey City, NJ to greatly simplify the burden of having to adjust what would
have been 55 dimmer switches 5 times a day. In addition to breakfast, lunch, dinner, they
needed cleaning and closed scenes. They looked at some expensive alternative systems and
went with the rNET system because of its simplicity, scalability and flexibility. Today they have
two 7” wall station tablets, powered over a POE (power over ethernet) network, each with 5
buttons that invoke the respective scenes. They have the ability to adjust individual lights/
circuits simply through a WiFi web page interface and can access the site from anywhere in
the world. They also have the ability to schedule the scenes at specific times of the day or
add color changing and color-tunable fixtures in the future. In the event someone is without
a cell phone, they can also walk through the scenes by repeatedly pressing a button on a
wireless wall switch mounted nearby.
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